NOCTUAM
Specialized Security Solutions

COMPANY PROFILE
Noctuam is a security company, based in South Africa, providing specialized security solutions to customers in various industries and countries by using the latest technology, equipment, training and continuously improving operational strategies.

The word “noctuam” is the accusative singular of the Latin word noctua, which means “night bird” or “owl” with the ability to “see in darkness”. Our ability to operate in darkness, to see where no one else can see, is core to our business approach and success.

Although Noctuam only registered in South Africa in 2014, the shareholder, board members, and employees come from a history of company ownership and operational involvement in several countries outside South Africa. Most significantly, we transgressed from International Specialized Services (ISS), a Kabul based security provider in Afghanistan, to Noctuam today. We are successful in employing our expertise all over the globe and completed projects in countries including: South Africa, Namibia, Angola, Mozambique, Sierra Leone, Nigeria, Tanzania, Somalia, Libya, DRC, Kosovo, Iraq, Afghanistan, Guatemala and Malaysia.
International Security Services was founded in Afghanistan in 2006 by the founder and owner of Noctuam. The business in Afghanistan provided a full complement of protection and special security services to the US DoD, USAID, corporate clients, and individuals. Our services included armed escort security, PSD support, static security, threat warning assessments and remote site protection services.

A joint venture was formed with Safenet during 2010 to carry on with business in Afghanistan and we relocated to South Africa where we established a sound base of expertise to built on, moving our focus to Counter Poaching, Remote site protection and agricultural solutions and assessments in high risk areas.
Noctuam and ISS (Afghanistan) has an impressive track record of service delivery and is proud to list some of our satisfied clients below:
HISTORY – SUMMARY OF PAST PROJECTS

We were involved, managed and supported the following projects:

Angola - De-mining: oil installations and mine fields, PSD, Static Security, Protection of various embassy sites and diplomatic personnel.
- Designed training programs: trained security guards in VIP protection, Offensive Security, Static Security, Access Control, Convoy Protection and Offensive Driving. We were evaluated successfully by Lloyds of London.

Kosovo - Implementation of demining SOP’s of 19 different countries, Quality assurance and Risk Assessments.

Iraq - PSD and Quick Reaction Teams: Engineers Corps of US army.
- Training: - PSD Teams, Offensive and Defensive Driving courses.


Guatemala - Training of Counter Drug Trafficking operations.

Malaysia - CPO training: protection forces of the future King of Malaysia.

Libya - Paramil training: special forces and army.

Tanzania - Anti Piracy and ship security: Protection of research vessels in collaboration with Tanzanian Marines on Lake Tanganyika.

Mozambique - Landmine clearance.

Somalia - Risk and intelligence assessments for various companies in Mogadishu as well as agricultural feasibility studies for relocation of refugees to Kismayo.

South Africa - Counter Poaching operations, Remote site protection and security, Mine security (site and underground), Surveillance and Intelligence operations, Risk Assessments, Pre planning logistics and intelligence operations for clients opening offices in high risk countries.

DRC - Counter poaching training and mentoring for African Parks at Garamba National Park in North East DRC.
PROFESSOR OF DIRECTORS

Wilco Meyer: -
Possess over 30 years experience in the Military, para-military and security industry. His career started in the South African Defense force as a land & sea borne Special Forces operator. Over the years he was involved in various project including Landmine clearance, VIP Protection, Training of foreign armies, remote site protection, mine security, convoy security, Training of PSD teams, offensive and defensive drivers, reaction forces, anti-piracy, counter poaching, ship and port risk mitigation, risk assessments, Surveillance and Intelligence Operations etc. As founder member and president of ISS, Afghanistan, he managed and lead an expatriate and local staff compliment of more than 1500 people. On returning to South Africa, he founded Noctum. As CEO and sole shareholder, he is still involved in the field where he leads operating teams.

Leon van Vuuren: -
Experienced in business development, he successfully established new businesses and projects. As an agricultural and business graduate, he is involved in feasibility studies and development projects. He sets up new sites, solves logistical, challenges, implements protocols and procedures, keeps control of finances, budgets and general management. Trained in the infantry, he served in the South African Defense force where he was involved with training and deployment of foreign Forces. Involved in the security industry since 2011, he served as a team leader, project manager and contract manager on projects in Tanzania, Somalia and South Africa. As General Manager, he believes to be involved at all sites to maintain a good understanding of operational challenges.
MISSION STATEMENT

To be a leader in risk mitigation and tactical security, providing clients the satisfaction and confidence of safeguarding their personnel, customers and assets by continuously improving our services and staff through regular quality assessments, training, leadership and use of the latest technology.
Security Solutions
Protecting people, facilities and assets remains a challenge for organizations in high-threat areas. Robust and intelligent security is the key to survival and demands the expertise of trusted providers.

Our employees and contractors are experienced specialists with years of experience serving in military, on specialized high risk projects, doing special operations, law enforcement and counterterrorism units.

We supplement our security services with a comprehensive on-site analysis of your facilities' current physical security conditions, security staff, procedures, communications capabilities, emergency action plans, command centres and training programs. We then recommend and implement cost effective solutions to mitigate and eliminate risks and loss. We offer services according to your specific requirements including the following:

**Conservation & Counter Poaching**

**Underground Security (Mining)**

**Marine Security**
- Port and Ship Security
- Counter Piracy

**Agricultural and Business Assessments**
- High Risk Countries

**Detection and Clearance**
- Explosives, firearms etc.
- Landmines

**Static & Mobile Security**
- Personal Security Details
- Convoy Security
- Close Protection

**Surveillance and Intelligence**
- Covert Operations
- UAV Solutions
Conservation & Counter Poaching:
We are proud of our involvement in protecting Rhino’s and other animals against poaching activities in Africa. Our services includes the following:

- Training of Anti poaching units
- Patrolling and coverage
- Tracking and interpretations
- Surveillance and Intelligence
- Specialized Fast Reaction Teams
- Night Vision technology
- UAV Applications
Garamba National Park, DRC

CONSERVATION AND ANTI POACHING
Training

CONSERVATION AND ANTI POACHING
Maritime Security

Ship Security
- Ship Security Assessments
- Ship Security Plans and Hardening
- Anti Piracy Escorting Teams
- Fast Reaction Crafts
- UAV Applications
- Intelligence and Analysis

Port Security
- Port Security Assessments
- Port Security Plans
- Access Control
- Perimeter Patrols
- UAV Applications
- Intelligence and Analysis
Agricultural assessment and Feasibility study:
Kismayo, South Somalia
Relocation of Refugees to Somalia from Kenya
Surveillance and Intelligence
We are experienced in modern surveillance techniques and equipment and have covert operating ability to gather information.

UAV Applications
We are experienced in the use of UAV’s, thermal cameras and other night vision enhancing equipment.

UAV Applications Include:
• Threat Confirmation
• Fence Patrolling
• Eye in the sky directing ground teams
Logistical Support

Establishing projects in remote and high-risk locations demands effective planning, intelligence and value-added solutions. Customers rely on us to mitigate risk and achieve objectives. In coordination with a team of trusted partners and contractors, we leverage our collective expertise to help businesses safely accomplish critical support across Africa. Our experience in subcontractor management and hands-on supervision distinguish us from others. We offer a full range of logistical support, security and training services to deliver a complete solution.

Services:
- Aviation and Maritime Logistics.
- Remote Site management (Construction, mines).
- Intelligence and Feasibilities.
- Life Support
- Logistics
- Quality Assurance
- Security
- Subcontractor Oversight
- Training Programs
Static Security

Noctuam specializes in mitigating risk at sites in remote and hostile locations. We implement solutions after completing and analyzing security assessments that we do on site. We provide security that includes the protection of client property and assets through primary and secondary access control of:

- Personnel (Staff, Visitors and Contractors)
- Vehicle (Private/Commercial carriers)
- Equipment (Waybill systems)
- Searches (Utilization and application of high tech systems)
Landmine Detection & Clearance

- Detection of Landmines, Explosives, firearms and other unwanted devices.
- Clearance and removal of devices.
All Security Contractors and Instructors working with Noctuam are well trained and ex military or police. Offering specialized risk mitigation and operational expertise, we work with only the best, and contractors are chosen according to their specific application and ability to be hands-on, facing and rectifying specific challenges on site.

We offer the following training:

Security Officers: - Armed, unarmed, Supervisors and Instructors.
Industrial Security.
Quick Response.
Personal Protection.
Cash/Asset-in-transit.
Special Event Security.
B6 Armor Vehicle Driver.
Maritime Guards and forces.

Para military training:

Medical Orderly/First Aid:
- basic, intermediate, advanced
Canine & Canine Handler.
Firearm: -basic, intermediate, advanced
Soft Skin Vehicle Driver.
Communications/Radio Operator.
Counter Poaching Officer and Team Leaders.
Bush Survival.
Mobile Security
Our experience and expertise was earned on the hostile roads of Afghanistan. We are active in Africa and completed contracts in South Africa, Angola, Zambia, Namibia and Tanzania.

Our services include:
• Armed and Unarmed Guards
• Personal Security Details
• Convoy Security
Retail & Industrial Security

Since recent attacks globally on shopping Malls, universities and industrial sites, Noctuam implemented a new approach to finding solutions, which integrates security, intelligence, surveillance and continuous assessments of all security detail as well as general staff in and around the site.
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